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Executive Summary

Project partners

Poplar Works (previously ‘Fashioning Poplar’) is a £5.5m
project, part funded by the Greater London Authority (GLA),
led by Poplar HARCA together with London College of Fashion,
UAL and workspace provider The Trampery. It will provide a
distinctive space in the heart of the Poplar community, aiming
to nurture undiscovered talent and potential and create new
possibilities for future generations.

Within this, there will be accredited training provision, employment opportunities and enterprise support programmes, predominantly for women from marginalised community groups as
well as for a small number of female ex-offenders. It will also be
a hub for students and alumni, local enterprises and ‘Making for
Change’ participants to interact, engage, explore and collaborate
on original and exciting project opportunities.

This new building, scheduled to open in Autumn 2019, will
transform over 100 disused garage spaces into a unique Fashion
and Makery Hub, comprising a garment manufacturing
unit, low-cost design studios and “makery” workspace units
for business start-ups, education and training facilities, as well
as a public cafe and events space. The hub will be built on a site
within the Poplar Riverside Housing Zone, projected to deliver
over 10,000 homes, and on the doorstep of East Bank and the
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park heralding the arrival of London
College of Fashion, UAL’s new campus in 2022. Poplar Works
will create an ecosystem of workspace, enterprise development and skills opportunities, with training and enterprise
programmes being delivered by Trampery Pathways and LCF’s
‘Making for Change’ programme, as well as East Works: Fashion
being delivered by the London Legacy Development Corporation at East Bank.

‘Making for Change’ at Poplar Works, will build upon the
success of a University of the Arts, London College of Fashion
(LCF) initiative that was established in partnership with the
Ministry of Justice in 2014; a Fashion Training and Manufacture
unit that is currently situated within a women’s prison at Her
Majesty’s Prison (HMP) Downview, Surrey.

Poplar Works is a key part of the Fashion District, a new hub
for London’s fashion industry aiming to return world-leading
fashion manufacturing and design to east London with sites
in East Bank, Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, Hackney Wick,
Haringey and Poplar. The Fashion District unites industry,
business, education and the public sector in addressing the key
barriers to growth for the fashion industry. This new hub aims
to boost growth through thousands of new jobs, improving skills
and training, and the provision of new affordable workspaces.

This piece of work and the resulting activity at ‘Making for
Change’ Poplar Works has the potential to have a wider
influence. A successful pilot and the learnings from it can
be used as a model elsewhere in London and the UK to
bring new candidates into manufacturing jobs in the fashion
and textiles industry. The community-based findings can inform
the work of the Fashion District as it looks at ways of working
with the population in east London . It also begins to address
the benefit of considering a new model of high-quality technical
education, as set out in the ‘Building our Industrial Strategy’
Green Paper (January 2017) and the Mayor of London’s ‘Skills
for Londoners Strategy’ (June 2018).

London College of Fashion, University of the Arts London
University of the Arts London
United Kingdom Fashion and Textiles Association
Poplar HARCA
Stitches in Time
Newham College

‘Making for Change’ will be a vibrant, community-focused
fashion training and manufacturing unit based at Poplar Works.

Poplar Works Community Partnership Report

This consultation enabled partners representing education, the
fashion and textile industry, charity and the local community to
co-create a proposal for an accessible programme at the ‘Making
for Change’ unit at Poplar Works. Throughout 2018 the partnership has undertaken consultations with both London-based
fashion and textile industry and sewing communities within the
local area of Poplar, in order to understand how to bring the
talent and skills found within the local community together with
the needs of the manufacturing industry.
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Consultation Overview

Partnership Process Map
London College of Fashion began establishing relationships with industry, education and community partners
two years in advance of this consultation in order to establish resilient, long-standing partnerships that could
increase the impact of Making for Change at Poplar Works on the local economy. It became clear that partners
should work together more intensively to design a programme that responds to the significant skills gap within
the manufacturing industry, whilst simultaneously supporting the needs of community participants.

•

 he needs of the fashion and textiles manufacturing
T
industry coping with the demise of technical knowledge
and manufacturing skills
The existing skills and talent found within the community,
and the issues that may be a barrier to engaging with a
training and employment programme.

3 months

The aim of the consultation was to identify the key findings
which will outline a series of recommendations, in order
to inform a pipeline of skills suitable for the manufacturing
industry, whilst simultaneously supporting the needs of the
community participants.

Industry
consultation led by
UKFT with London
Manufacturers
group

1

Identifying initial issues and
partnership objectives

Engaging partners

4

Facilitated workshop with all
partners
to agree design principles:
• Establishing relationships
• Forming consensus
• Co-producing approach

5

Agree roles and sharing
resources

12 months

Design industry
consultation
Exploring:
• Skills gaps
• Training
landscape

Establish consultation
Working Group

Deliver Industry
Consultation
• What are the
challenges
• How to engage?

Produce Theory of Change with
working group

Maintain
engagement with
industry through
collaborative
activities

One-to-one partner meetings

2
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Regular working group meetings

Community
consultation
led by LCF with
established
community sewing
groups

Design community
consultation.
Exploring:
• Skills
• Aspiration
• Barriers to
engagement
Deliver Community
Consultation
• What are the
challenges
• What can we
offer

Produce report and
recommendations

7

Publish report

Maintain
engagement
with community
through ongoing
collaborative
activities
9

8
Funding applications
• Programmatic delivery
• Collaborative activities

Secure
funding

Ongoing

Pilot and testing

10

Establish steering group

11

Deliver programme

12
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Building Trust and Long-term Relationships

•

Learnings / Context

3

6 months

The consultation focussed on:

4 months

The Poplar Works Community Partnership consultation
brings together partners’ specialist experience and knowledge
to create an ongoing forum that will inform the design of an
accessible programme at ‘Making for Change’ Poplar Works.
The partners within this consultation represented and explored
the needs and requirements of primary stakeholders: local
women and ex-offenders seeking training and employment, and
the London fashion and textiles manufacturing industry.

1. We found it necessary to
have a lead partner (LCF) to
coordinate the partnership and
drive the project forward
2. It was vital to have
representatives from industry,
education and community to
represent a range of views and
expertise
3. Funding was required at this
stage to deliver a facilitated
workshop, delivered by NEF
Consulting who we engaged
to support the monitoring and
evaluation of the partnership
4. We tried to design a Theory of
Change at this stage but found
it was too early in the project
5. Funding was required at this
stage to take the consultation
forward
6. We began drawing up a
Collaboration Agreement
between all parties – a lengthy
process
7. Meeting one to one with each
partner at this stage enabled
open conversations about next
steps
8. For example, industry visits
to Making for Change project,
factory visits for community
groups
9. For example, further fashion
and textiles activities with
community sewing groups
10. Delivering a pilot training
programme offsite before
Poplar Works opens enables
us to test programme and
maintain engagement
11. The project steering
group should have a wider
membership than the working
group, to include programme
participants, local businesses,
students etc.
12. Programme delivery will begin
onsite at Poplar Works

6
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Key Findings
Local Community and Ex-offenders

London Manufacturers

Participants identified a strong connection to
the ‘organisation’ as a positive feature of their
local area
• Additional guidance and support services were
cited as an important aspect to engagement.
• Language support – and ESOL classes build confidence in accessing other opportunities

There is a keen interest in training and/or
part-time employment
• A large number of participants are keen, enthusiastic and interested in training opportunities
especially if they lead to employment.
• Some participants are restricted to part-time
hours, defined by having school age children

A talent pool of both hand-sewing and manufacturing skills exists in the local community
• There is strong evidence of existing skills developed through on-going projects within the
community
• Some participants have progressed to become
teachers within their sewing community

Local participants wish to remain in the local
area for training and employment
• The distance to travel to a place of employment
was of a concern to many participants
• Again, participants with school age children need
to be able to travel to and from work quickly
• Cost of travel is considered to be a restrictive factor

There is a strong appetite for learning new skills
and knowledge alongside an keen interest in
learning and exploring new technologies
• The skills and confidence developed through
long-standing sewing groups have produced an
engaged group of learners who wish to progress
their skills and knowledge to more advanced levels
• An introduction to industry technology ignited an
interest to explore this further

Issues regarding childcare and childcare costs
were of concern to some participants who
wished to engage with further training or
employment opportunities
• The high costs of childcare are a restrictive factor
regarding employment
• The benefits of earning may be negated by the
cost of childcare

There is a strong interest in self-employment
and starting fashion based enterprises in the
local community and participants leaving the
HMP Downview project
• Self-employment and running an enterprise are
seen by a significant number of people we spoke
to as an attractive alternative to traditional employment
• Many people we spoke to enquired about space or
equipment hire at Poplar Works, and advice and
support in starting up an enterprise
There is a range of knowledge and educational qualifications which pre-exist in the
community
• The range of qualifications and skills that need to
be assessed, acknowledged and defined as a basis
for further development

Participants of ‘Making for Change’ at HMP
Downview regard Poplar Works as a valuable
space to help them transition from the prison
environment back into society
• Women who took part in the focus group stated
that Poplar Works could offer a supportive and
consistent environment for them to train or work
in during Release on Temporary Licence (ROTL)
and after release from prison.
• Women we spoke to would be happy to travel
across London to access this opportunity
There is an engaged community of staff,
students and alumni at LCF who wish to collaborate with the community in Poplar
• The successful involvement of staff, students and
alumni in the consultation process evidenced the
range and scope of opportunities for student and
staff bodies and the local community to collaborate at Poplar Works

There is a lack of clarity about how training and
work can affect benefits entitlement
• The complex and changing nature of benefits
mean that people need and want to work but are
concerned about being sanctioned or worse off if
they access training or low-paid work
• Clear advice and guidance is required on an individual basis

Previous delivery mechanisms not fit for purpose
• Funding structures favouring Apprenticeships
have allowed little flexibility to explore other
forms of vocational training
• Some ‘college-led’ models have been inflexible/
not considered sector nuances
• Manufacturers nervous of the impact of on-the-job
training element of apprenticeships on small teams
Entry Level training is required
• There is a need for participants to enter
the workplace with a good basic level of skills
• Industry engagement in candidate
assessment processes will help to develop an
appropriate pipeline
There is a need to challenge perceptions that have
become barriers to an uptake of training
• There is a poor perception of the manufacturing
environment amongst career advisors
• There is a need to communicate a positive story
about the environment and the opportunities
available within the fashion manufacturing sector
• There is a need to create clear resources to
explain the jobs available within the industry and
make them accessible to candidates of all ages
and backgrounds
Recruitment methods need revising 
• Previously restrictive funding landscape is now
becoming more flexible
• It is important to involve the industry at each
stage of the recruitment process

People are keen to engage with the wider Poplar
Works site and its facilities
• There is interest in involvement in the social
spaces and other activities at Poplar Works including the café and garden and family workshops
• Social space and and quiet spaces are seen as
important elements to include in the building to
enhance user wellbeing

Not enough industry engagement in the
development process
• Industry engagement is required in the design of all
vocational elements of a training programme

Poplar Works Community Partnership Report
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Recommendations

Networks
Knowledge, skills, support services and employment opportunities already exist in and around Poplar, but further development
is required to grow networks that connect people, enterprises
and services together, in order to create a thriving fashion
ecosystem in the community. The key recommendations that
have arisen through this consultation are based on building
knowledge exchange networks that can bring these currently
disparate groups together.
Steering group
We will continue to meet all partners who have collaborated
on the Poplar Works Community Partnership project, and
will grow this group into a steering group that includes representatives from the local community, the local manufacturing
industry, wider fashion industry, sewing groups, social enterprise, students and Making for Change participants. This group
will meet on a regular basis to co-design the programme at
‘Making for Change’ Poplar Works and beyond. This steering
group will be in place by September 2019.
Support and progression
Local services exist to support people with the barriers they
face to accessing training and employment. However the local
landscape is complex and confusing for many to access. We can
harness the knowledge and experience that the Poplar Works
Community Partnership partners who are already rooted in the
local community (Poplar HARCA and Stitches in Time) can
offer to connect people to the support they need with housing,
childcare provision, benefits and advice. A role is required at
‘Making for Change’ Poplar Works that can access and liaise
with local services and provide tailored information, advice and
guidance to participants, and the group will explore funding
options for this integral position.

Sewing Groups
LCF, Stitches in Time and Newham College will work together,
and with local sewing groups and training providers to design an
offer at ‘Making for Change’ Poplar Works which complements
and strengthens the existing programmes in the community,
building a network of providers who can refer people to the
right training offer or group at the right time.
Employability and Enterprise
In order to respond to the diverse range of skills, experience and
living situations within the local community, the flexible training
programme must accommodate different entry and exit points.
This opportunity will offer employability skills specific to the
sector, and the experience of different working environments
before moving into permanent employment. In collaboration
with the project and industry partners, we will design and deliver
an additional programme of employability skills specific to the
London manufacturing sector that can be delivered in addition
to the fashion and textiles qualifications.
Additionally, we recognise that many local people want to
develop their own fashion enterprises, work on a freelance basis
or become self-employed rather than taking a more traditional route into employment. To address this local demand
LCF, Poplar HARCA and The Trampery will ensure multiple
entry points are available in order to access fashion enterprise knowledge, and networks through lectures, events and
workspace on offer within the wider Poplar Works project.
The handcraft skills that clearly exist in the local community are
in high demand by London designers. We will create a local skills
directory for London-based designers requiring high quality
handcraft work to access the skills in the community, linking the
talent pool in the community with the demand in the London
fashion industry.

Stakeholder engagement
Strong relationships have been built with the local sewing
community and manufacturing industry throughout this period
of consultation, and will continue to be developed over the next
year and beyond in the form of pilot programmes and other
engagement opportunities.
Community Engagement
LCF, Stitches in Time, Poplar HARCA and Newham College
will explore shared funding opportunites and deliver collaborative projects in the immediate and long-term future to deliver a
pilot programme and other engagement activities locally. This
will ensure continued engagement with ‘Making for Change’
Poplar Works and build a depth of understanding in the
community of training and employment opportunities in the
local fashion industry.

Industry Engagement
UKFT will galvanise the support of local manufacturing
employers engaged in this consultation to create a pilot industry
group that will become actively involved in designing and
approving aspects of the Making for Change programme at
Poplar Works, including recruitment, employability and work
experience programmes. We will work with employers who
are open to adopting the Good Work Standard currently being
developed by the Mayor of London to promote exemplary
practices in pay and employment rights for workers.
UKFT will continue to provide an industry liaison role
within ‘Making for Change’ Poplar Works that can connect
the programme with the manufacturing industry and support
the development of specialist employability skills support for
participants.

UKFT is developing promotional presentations, videos and
other communications to demystify career routes in the fashion
industry, and will develop further collateral about accessing the
training scheme at ‘Making for Change’ Poplar Works.
LCF and Poplar HARCA will build on the positive relationship
with Job Centre Plus to maximise local knowledge and referrals
into ‘Making for Change’ Poplar Works or other local training
opportunities. Through this relationship LCF will produce clear
information on how training and employment through ‘Making
for Change’ Poplar Works could affect benefits and finances.
LCF will work with HMP Downview to design a process
that will best support the transition between engaging with
‘Making for Change’ HMP Downview and ‘Making for Change’
Poplar Works.
We will ensure LCF staff and student engagement is built into
the delivery model, encouraging collaboration with the Poplar
community, as well as start-up businesses at Poplar Works to
support the co-creation of creative ideas and enterprise.

Poplar Works Community Partnership Report
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Activities

Outcomes
of London
manufacturers

Line of Accountability

Alumni contact
and involvement
Work placements

Sign post for
interview, CV and
business support
Qualification LVL2
Trainers: Access to
industry expertise
Qualification LVL1
Engage employers in
local talent pool
Engagement
activities; Pretraining
assessment; Sign
post to benefits advice

Increased involvement
in shaping training
and education in
manufacturing

In Poplar/Newham
prevalence of high
unemployment for
women, fewer routes
out of unemployment,
high levels of economic
disadvantage.

Increased access to
advice and guidance

Current training
offer does not meet
employers needs.

Steering Board

Outcomes for
local women and
ex-offenders
seeking skilled
employment
Increased access
to pipeline of
skilled workers
Improved
flexible working
arrangements
Improved process of
recruitment

Industry is actively engaged with
employability programme

Increased sense
of agency
Improved
self-esteem

Achieving
qualifications and
employability skills

Key

Develop a
model that can
be replicated
in London.
Increased
engagement in
community
Increased
recruitment of local
women into industry

Sustained
employment
Employment
secured

Aim
Create a pipeline
of opportunity
for employment
in the sector.
Improved financial
circumstances
Started a business
Increased ambition
and confidence to
apply for jobs or
start a business
Improved
technical skills
Increased
confidence to take
first step: training
and qualifications
Recognising own
technical skills

Need
Need for skilled
workers not being met
in London for highly
skilled machinist
and cloth cutters.

Achievement/Success
Participant Journey

Hope

Determination

Perseverance

Ambition

Industry Liaison and Employment Support
Individual Support and Mentoring
Communication and Local Relationships

The Theory of Change is a live and collaborative document
that will continually evolve as the project progresses.

Long term (+24 months)

Feedback from participants of ‘Making for Change’ HMP
Downview has helped us to shape this Theory of Change
by understanding the participant journey through training
and into employment. One woman described her experience as “giving me hope, that I can do this, I can get through
this and become a better person”. Whilst acknowledging
the challenges of their learning journey, the women have
expressed that the experience provided them with the determination and perseverance necessary to progress and strive
towards their goals. Another participant stated “It’s made me
more confident in myself and my abilities and I don’t doubt
myself in what I can do, I know I am more than capable.”

The model has been created by combining the existing
knowledge of the Making for Change skills programme
with findings from the community enquiry and consultation. It proposes the pro-active engagement of the industry
stakeholders at all stages from recruitment through to interviewing, work placements and employment. Consideration
of the needs of the community and ex-offender participants is built in to the programme through flexible working
arrangements, mentoring and employability support. This
model aims towards cultivating a successful programme
that will increase a local talent pool of skilled workers and
develop a model that can be replicated in other areas.

Medium term (7-24 months)

Our Theory of Change identifies engagement activities that lead
towards recruitment and training opportunities. This industry-led programme provides real work experience, building
the technical knowledge and skills of the participants which
will help them to build their self-confidence, by achieving
qualifications and improving their employability skills.

This Theory of Change builds on the stories of the women in
prison as they measure their success by their skills and academic
achievements, thus increasing their ambition, giving them
the confidence to apply for and secure jobs, as they continue
to utilise the skills learnt on the training programme.

Short term (2-6 months)

This Theory of Change model was created with the representatives from all partner organisations, and defines the participant
journey within an industry-informed context, illustrating a continually evolving process of change for both stakeholder groups.

Develop a fashion
manufacturing
sector in Poplar
which is more
resilient and
diverse.

Theory of Change

Theory of Change
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Governance

The project was coordinated by London College of Fashion, UAL,
in collaboration with partner organisations responsible for project
governance and delivery. Partners were invited to become part of the
project for the knowledge and expertise they could offer in their field.
The project partners (see Appendix 1) comprised representatives from:
London College of Fashion, University of
the Arts London Representatives:
Claire Swift, Director of Social Responsibility
Jessamine Tierney, Special Projects Manager, Social Responsibility
University of the Arts London Representative:
Angela Drisdale-Gordon, Head of Further Education
Stitches in Time Representatives:
Katie Adkins, Director of Enterprise and Outreach
Paul Garayo, Director of Projects and Partnerships
Kelly Shaw, Designer, Mini Stitches
Poplar HARCA Representatives:
Babu Bhattacherjee, Director of Communities and Neighbourhoods
Tanzeem Ahmed, Partnerships and Performance Manager (Communities
and Neighbourhoods team)
Alex Jeremy, Head of Partnerships, ACCENTS
Newham College Representatives:
Julia Bollam, Director of Centre for Innovation and Partnerships
Gillian Jones, Head of School, Fashion and Tailoring

“As a charity partner in this cross-sector
relationship, the benefits were clear.
We are well-positioned to represent
and engage with the beneficiaries of the
Poplar Works project, and to work at
a strategic level with such varying and
accomplished partners whilst developing
a relevant person-centred approach has
been incredibly valuable.
Such partnerships work at their best over
the long term, and the initial period of
consultation has given the required time
to interact with beneficiary groups, as well
as develop the innovative groundwork
for a successful long-term initiative. This
means that going forward we will be able
to ensure successful local engagement,
activities that truly meet and adapt to
rapidly changing landscape of social need,
and importantly contribute to a practical
research model that will form a sound basis
for analysis as well as potentially becoming
a national model for responsible and
community-led enterprise.”

Objectives

Knowledge Exchange

Objectives were agreed with all partners at
the start of the project. Partners all agreed
these objectives aligned with their own
organisational objectives.

The partnership also enabled London College of Fashion to put in process
considerable groundwork that is in direct relationship with the following
UAL Knowledge Exchange objectives and will influence this project’s
evolving long-term significance:

•

Attracting prospective students and enhancing our students’
learning experience.

•

•

•
•

 esign an effective and participatory
D
research methodology which will
include designing a Theory of Change
Deliver a series of consultation
workshops and meetings with the
local community to research local
skills and represent local needs  
Work with London manufacturers’
representative (UKFT) to produce
a series of recommendations on
the workforce skills gaps and
training needs  
Design an accessible and innovative
model of technical curriculum delivery
Outline a sustainable model that builds
partnerships to impact long-term
economic growth and regeneration

•
•

 y co-designing (with partners and stakeholders) a flexible learning
B
programme tailored to local demographic needs, it opens progression
pathways and educational opportunities within this programme.
A range of entry points will be identified, which consider English
language and employment skills training to compliment the
practical training.

Improving our profile and reinforcing UAL’s reputation
as a place of educational and creative excellence.
•
•

 he development of a new approach to technical fashion education will
T
offer solutions to the challenges found in both the fashion industry and
disadvantaged communities.
Designing a skills pipeline which combines community engagement
and learning could create a model that can be replicated by other
communities on a larger scale.

Generating income and developing relationships with businesses,
industry, academia and the community to achieve positive social and
cultural change.
• ‘Making for Change’ Poplar Works presents an opportunity to create a
new social enterprise within the community that offers new approaches
to traditional garment manufacturing.
• On-site opportunities at Poplar Works with designers, makers and new
businesses, could include commissions, connections, sharing of skills
and learning
• There is scope to build on the Making for Change social enterprise based
in HMP Downview which is building a steadily increasing client base,
and attracting ethical and sustainable emerging designers. (See Appendix 6)

Paul Garayo, Director of Projects and
Partnerships, Stitches in Time

United Kingdom Fashion and Textiles
Association (UKFT) Representative:
Alice Burkitt, Consultant for UKFT and lead of
UKFT London Manufacturers network
In November 2017 partner organisations met to discuss the project,
to agree on shared partnership objectives and activities and to begin
to develop the proposed model of engagement. This meeting was
facilitated by New Economics Foundation Consulting (NEFC) and
proposed developing a Theory of Change approach that could be
applied as a living document that progresses with the project.

Creating new knowledge by applying research to real life issues and
increasing public understanding of the value of creative education.
•

Partners met on a monthly basis a further six times between January
and June 2018, to monitor project progress and contribute knowledge
and experience to the development of the partnership work.

•

Poplar Works Community Partnership Report

 hrough a new approach that involves collaboration with a diverse
T
network of partners, this work begins to address a new method of
technical education (as stated in the ‘Building our Industrial Strategy’
Green Paper (January 2017) and the Mayor of London’s ‘Skills for
Londoners Strategy’ (June 2018).
The learning within this project has great potential to facilitate positive
change for the communities of the area and has the potential to influence
the wider area through the work of the Fashion District.
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Context

Local Landscape
The 2016 Labour Market Profile for Tower Hamlets indicates
that 12% of females in Tower Hamlets are unemployed, in comparison to 4.7% of females in Great Britain as a whole. Despite
recent improvements, Tower Hamlets is the third most deprived
borough in London, with the highest percentage of children and
older people living in income deprived households in the UK.
In the Understanding Skills and Qualification Levels in Tower
Hamlets report published in June 2014 by London Borough of
Tower Hamlets, residents with no formal qualification were
shown to have by far the lowest employment rate of all residents,
at only 30%. This rate was also the lowest in the country for
this group. However, residents with a Level 2 qualification,
(the intended level to train people within the programme at
‘Making for Change’,) were twice as likely to be employed,
showing a clear positive link between qualification attainment
and economic activity.
There is a particular prevalence of female unemployment in
Tower Hamlets. To address these high levels of female worklessness in the borough, in 2011 Tower Hamlets Council launched
their Employment Strategy, which was informed by specially
commissioned qualitative analysis (‘Life Chances, Life Choices’
Naila Kabeer and Peroline Ainsworth, 2011) to better understand
the reasons for high levels of economic inactivity among women.
The resulting report examined the lives of 35 women from the
Bangladeshi community and 29 from the Somali community,
both communities with high levels of female worklessness in
Tower Hamlets.
The report’s findings concluded that in the case of each
community, a combination of historical and cultural factors perpetuated female unemployment. Culturally specific attitudes to
early marriage, family rearing, and non-engagement with higher
education have helped to perpetuate unemployment among these
communities and many women often lack the skills and qualifications to enter the labour market. More broadly, it found that
there was a fear that employment would jeopardise state benefits.

The Royal Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufacturers and Commerce (RSA) have long championed the importance
of building community inclusivity into new urban developments.
Their 2015 report ‘Community Capital; The Value of Connected
Communities’, edited by Matthew Parsfield, recognises that
building communities and supporting social relationships
‘produces measurable social value: greater wellbeing and empowerment, enhanced opportunities for employment and training,
and the potential for savings in public service expenditure’.
Reflecting this, an independent evaluation of ‘Making for
Change’ at HMP Downview, undertaken by Bath Spa University
through consultation with the participants and completed in
2018, found that by taking part in the project, women experience
improvements in mental health and wellbeing, social skills
and confidence and future aspirations.

Industry context
East London has a rich history of clothing and textile manufacturing. However, decline in UK manufacturing over recent
decades has meant that skills and knowledge learnt over generations have gradually been lost. Nevertheless, there is a wealth
of skills and enthusiasm for fashion and textiles in Poplar, with
many local women participating in community sewing and
fashion projects. Despite this, there remain significant barriers
to accessing formal training.
This project intends to address these barriers, re-invigorate
the local economy, provide skills and opportunities and re-introduce technical skills and manufacturing jobs to a new generation
of east London communities.
London holds a high concentration of fashion manufacturers
in a small geographical area. These businesses deliver high
quality services to the fashion industry from the high end to the
high street, they have abilities across product and are typically
micro SME in size. There is a clear and steady increase in the
demand for the ability to manufacture in the UK (not least in
London) and therefore an increasing need to support their
growth potential.

As an illustration:
•
•

I n 2016 there were an estimated 13,500 manufacturing
employees in London according to the Office for National
Statistics (ONS)
In 2017 the Alliance Project Report estimated that the
Industry (across the UK) would require an additional
20,000 manufacturing employees in the next five years

One of the most crucial issues to address in order to support
growth is the critical shortage of technically skilled staff. In order
to meet the increased demand (anecdotally estimated up to a 20%
increase) these businesses will need to significantly grow their
workforce. Currently there is no latent talent pool or domestic
pipeline delivering staff with the appropriate skills.
As many manufacturing roles are currently filled by staff from
across Europe, with some manufacturers actively recruiting in
countries like Romania and Poland, the result of the vote to
leave the European Union has threatened a significant current
supply. There is a need to address the retention and protection
of the existing skilled workforce but most crucially there is a
critical need to deliver new methods of domestic recruitment and
training specifically for this part of the industry.
UKFT is supporting the members of its London Manufacturers group to collectively find a solution and has been working
with the Poplar Works Community Partnership to develop
a mechanism to trial at ‘Making for Change’ Poplar Works.
Creating a mechanism to deliver skilled people into manufacturing roles will:
•
•
•

“There is evidence of strong manufacturing growth in the Upper
Lea Valley; despite its structural challenges, manufacturing is
the fastest growing fashion sub-sector, with a 94% increase in
employment and 128% increase in GVA between 2010 and 2015.”
The East London Fashion Cluster, Strategy and Action Plan, BOP
Consulting 2017
UKFT’s 2016 survey of a representative sample of London based
manufacturers highlighted the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

 ll businesses surveyed predicted a growth in their staff
A
numbers between 2016 and 2017
All businesses surveyed reported they employ at least one EU
citizen (not including British)
Over 87% of those surveyed revealed they currently suffer
with a shortage of skilled staff
86% of businesses surveyed revealed the struggle to recruit
sewing machinists
75% of businesses surveyed revealed the struggle to recruit
cloth cutters
Pattern Cutter featured frequently within other roles
businesses said they struggled to recruit

Using this information and subsequent industry consultation as
evidence, UKFT advises the Poplar Works Community Partnership to focus on the roles of Sewing Machinist, Cloth Cutter
and Pattern Cutter.

 llow these businesses to keep up with the demand for
A
quality London/UK based manufacturing
Create employment in areas of typically low employment
and suitable for those furthest from the workplace
Contribute to the London and UK economy

“There is evidence of strong manufacturing growth in the Upper
Lea Valley; despite its structural challenges, manufacturing is
the fastest growing fashion sub-sector, with a 94% increase in
employment and 128% increase in GVA between 2010 and 2015.”
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Community Consultation

The following are the occupation profiles
for these roles as defined by industry for
the purpose of training development:
Sewing Machinist (Appendix 2)
Sewing Machinists are responsible for
stitching together fabric pattern pieces to
make garments. They use many different
types of sewing machines, including computerised equipment.
The Sewing Machinists role is fundamental to the production process right across
this diverse, multi sector industry.
Cloth (Materials) Cutter (Appendix 3)
For any sewn product before sewing
can begin, pattern pieces must be made,
layouts determined, and fabric cut.
Following the outline of the pattern, they
place multiple layers of material on the
cutting table and use an electric knife or
other cutting tools to cut out the various
pieces of the garment; delicate materials
may be cut by hand.
In more automated facilities, markers
electronically send the layout to a computer-controlled cutting machine, and textile
cutting machine setters, operators, and
tenders monitor the machine’s work.
Pattern Cutter (Appendix 4)
The role of a pattern cutter involves interpreting a product design brief and drafting
patterns that reflect the design and
technical specifications. Pattern cutters act
as a link between the design and manufacturing stages, translating the 2D sketch
into the 3D plan for the garment. This
plan is called a pattern, and it is what is
used to cut the cloth in the correct shapes
in order to make up the garment.

It is important to note that these are
the industry wide definition of these roles.
London based manufacturers predominantly operate as CMT (cut, make, trim)
facilities with an increasing number of
sampling units and a handful of fully
factored production units. They typically
handle small production volumes and
high value products and materials.
For the role of sewing machinist this
requires a higher skill level including
more hand sewing skills and finishing
techniques. Sample machinist is also a
role that is in high demand in London.
Sample machinist would be a role to
progress onto after industrial sewing
machinist. This role is required both
in-house within design studios and
within manufacturers that develop
patterns and samples (see accompanying
progression route documents for detail).
For the role of cloth cutter within this
environment manual skills are important
and the understanding and ability to
handle ‘difficult’ fabrics is required.
The role of pattern cutter is required
both in-house within design studios and
within manufacturing units who develop
patterns and samples. Within London it is
likely that both the construction and the
fabrication will be complex, so a high skill
level is required.

Over a period of six months, London College of Fashion, UAL,
in collaboration with project partners, facilitated a discourse
with community groups, their leaders, teachers and participants,
gaining an understanding of participant involvement with the
sewing groups and aspects of life within the local community.
In order to tailor a programme of activity at “Poplar Works” it
has to consider and respond to local issues and needs.
The consultation was structured to learn about existing skills
and ambitions, whilst trying to understand the potential barriers
which may affect participants’ ability to engage with regular educational classes or employment. A range of methods were used
to create a dialogue with the community groups; from questionnaires, to visual cards, and Lego serious play, which facilitated
the sharing of ideas, alongside simple making activities.
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LCF also consulted with female offenders and ex-offenders
in the form of a focus group. ‘Making for Change’ Poplar Works
can provide important employability opportunities for female
offenders who have successfully completed their placements and
are ready to become more actively involved in the ‘Making for
Change’ Poplar Works project upon release.
Participant groups were selected according to their proximity to
“Poplar Works” and their current or previous sewing activities.
In this way we were able to work with people likely to access
“Poplar Works” in the future, and who could reflect on their
relevant experience and skills in fashion and textiles.
Participant Groups (see Appendix 5)
•
•
•
•

Stitches in Time advanced group
Stitches in Time English with Sewing group
Aberfeldy Centre group
Bow Sewing Enterprise Group at the Linc Centre

In all areas a high skill level is required but
speed and productivity is still important.

Methodology and Activities
Primary stakeholders:
•
•

 ocal unemployed women in Poplar (particularly those
L
already engaged in sewing groups)
Participants of London College of Fashion’s training
and manufacturing unit at HMP Downview

Through the consultation we aimed to work with the primary
stakeholders to identify:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing sewing skill levels and experience
Employment skills and experience
Short and long term goals relating to wellbeing
and employment
What opportunities they would like to see offered
at Poplar Works
Barriers to sustained engagement in education
and employment
How best to engage effectively and collaboratively
with the local community
The possibility of establishing a group of potential
future participants / trainees and steering group
members at Poplar Works

The consultation was broadly split into three themes:
Skills, Aspirations and Barriers. We were also keen to explore
how participants feel about the regeneration in the local area,
which Poplar Works is part of.
Workshops
In February 2018 LCF met with NEF Consulting to devise the
consultation workshop delivery methods and data collection,
based on the project aims and objectives. The workshop delivery
was further designed in collaboration with facilitator and LCF
MA Fashion Futures alumni Jessica Ball.
It was decided that it would be most beneficial to work with four
local sewing groups, over two half-day sessions each, in order
to start building meaningful relationships with the community.
Each group was given an opportunity to take part in both a
creative workshop at their own community centre and also a
visit LCF’s Mare Street site.
The workshops were designed to be informal and interactive so
that we could share information with the local community and
vice versa.

Poplar Works Community Partnership Report
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Workshops activities included:

Findings

•

A visual presentation of the proposed site for the Poplar Works
was given to all groups at the beginning of their first workshop,
informing the participants of the partners involved in the
project, the community garden, café and exhibition space as well
as proposed educational and business activities.

•
•
•
•

S haring information on Poplar Works and the
opportunities to get involved
Sharing information on the fashion industry
and different career paths within it
A ‘making’ activity – hand sewing and embroidering
a small bag
A natural dye workshop delivered by LCF PhD
student Katelyn Toth-Fejel
Interactive activities to encourage conversation
and opinions – Lego Serious Play, drawing and
conversational activities

Mare Street visits include:
•
•

•
•

 our of workshops and an explanation how they are
T
used (including tailoring, jewellery, art workshops,
contour etc.)
Watching short films on careers in the fashion
industry, that were created as part of the Poplar Works
Community Partnership project, featuring LCF staff
members who also work in industry
Introduction to dye garden
Interactive and reflective activities

Information was collected through:
•
•
•
•
•

Registration, consent and detailed feedback forms
Photographs
Interactive and reflective activities
Informal conversations during making activities
Appropriate consent forms also to be designed to
take part in workshops and use data

•
•
•
•
•

68 participants took part in at least one workshop or visit
59 participants completed questionnaires during or after
workshops
52 participants who completed questionnaires stated that
they had little or no knowledge of Poplar Works prior to
taking part in a workshop.
It was encouraging to learn that after the workshop activities
53 participants felt more informed and had a greater
knowledge of the project.
When asked whether Poplar Works would support positive
change in the area, 35 of the participants agreed and 19 strongly
agreed, evidencing an optimistic response to the project.

General demographic
The LCF facilitators were able to communicate with and gain
information from a total number of 59 participants included in
the four groups.
Of the total number of participants that completed questionnaires, there were 56 women and 3 men, 22 of the participants
are within the 36-45 age group, and 14 are in the 46-55 age
group. There were 45 participants who defined their ethnicity as
Asian/British Bangladeshi.
Skills
The learning of skills in a regular, organised, activity (Robertson
& Vinebaum, 2016) brings people together in a physical space
which encourages dialogue, exchange of knowledge and builds
a community (Gauntlett, 2011) and social interaction. In this
way, the groups that LCF were able to consult with, were deeply
connected to their community, defined by the sewing and craft
skills that they were learning in the safety of a ‘family’ workshop
environment that (Sennett, 2008) provides ‘a place that unites
family and labour’. Participation in local sewing groups may
often be less about the individual and more about building a
community of shared interest and facilitating social connections.
The findings in the workshop activities evidenced that
7 of participants were using their skills as a hobby rather than

Photo: Olivia Mathurin-Essandoh
displaying ambitions for employment or training, whilst 19
of the participants stated that connection to the ‘organisation’
(the sewing groups) was an important aspect of their local
area. The Stitches in Time groups particularly talked about the
‘community’ of the Town Hall and access to other services and
organisations as an important part of the wider support and
involvement in the group.
All of the participants were asked to rate their sewing skills
levels; 16 self-reported ‘excellent’ skills, 18 assessed their sewing
as ‘very good’, and 15 considered their skills level to be ‘good’.
This response indicates a large number of participants reporting
a high-level of confidence in their skills and abilities.
When asked ‘what they would like to learn more of’

21 participants wanted to learn more advanced sewing machine
skills, 4 participants are interested in pattern-cutting whilst
3 participants are interested in learning basic design knowledge.
Many of the participants were particularly interested in learning
more about the types of industrial machinery and technology
that they had been shown at the London College of Fashion site
visit and cited the range of machinery as a point of interest and
enthusiasm when asked ‘what they would like to see at the Poplar
Works site’. A range of different statement cards were used in
the workshops and the ‘learning new skills and knowledge’ card
was used frequently by the participants when expressing what
they would like to access at Poplar Works, or when asked about
their future ambitions.

“It is an equal and fair community, with lots of
individuals and personalities.” SiT participant
“This centre is good and interesting, I enjoy meeting
and speaking with lots of different people.” SiT participant
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Case study

Stitches in Time
Wellbeing
Since coming to classes I am most proud of being able
to write my name and address also saying it confidently.
Through speaking with my teachers I have overcome some
family problems. If I hadn’t joined the classes, I would have
suffered at home.

Atkinson (2014) Robertson & Vinebaum (2016) and Collier
(2011) propose the therapeutic qualities of making and the
connection to wellbeing. Historically, sewing and craft was a
tradition executed by women in the communities, associated
with home textiles and the making of clothing as a gender
focused activity. Atkinson (2014) however, cites that although
the manufacturing industry is struggling to recruit skilled and
accomplished workers, the quality and skills found within the
industry may prove to be beneficial to the health and wellbeing
of workers.

I heard about classes from a friend. Since coming, I have
improved my English, and I am very proud of being able to
do some voluntary work and making friends. I want to be
able to speak good English. Before joining, I wasn’t happy,
I was stressed at home now I feel happy I know I have got
somewhere to go. Since coming to class I am very happy, it
has changed my life. I know I can share my problems and get
help. I want to do more volunteering.
My friend told me about the class at the Museum of
Childhood, then I joined the sewing class at Limehouse
Town Hall. My spoken English has improved so much I am
really proud of myself. I want to further improve my English
and hope to get a job. Before I joined Stitches in Time I used
to get lonely and depressed. Since joining I have made so
many friends. Stitches in Time has helped me through my
hardest time. I went through some personal problems they
helped me all the way. Even out of hours I could contact
them. I have volunteered on the doll stall at the Mela and
the museum. I received direct experience working with
the public. I really enjoyed myself. I would still be in a big
problem at home. I would be very depressed.
Statement from Stitches in Time participant, 2018

The Prison Reform Trust Bromley Briefings Prison Factfile
(2016) reports that women in prison represent 21% of incidents
relating to self-harm, and 49% suffer with anxiety and depression, compared to 15% of the normal UK population.
Dr. Laura Caulfield (2018) evidences that women who have participated in the Training and Manufacture Programme in HMP
Downview have spoken positively about improvements in their
wellbeing. The women learn manufacturing skills in a supportive
learning environment and they have acknowledged the impact of
learning these skills on their mental health.

“I’m not on the
antidepressant, because
when I come to work
it’s not even being in
prison, I’m in a working
environment, yeah, being
productive, feeling that
self-worth as well, having
my confidence back.”
Participant 2, Making for Change HMP Downview

Handcraft skills
Photo: Christopher Woloshak

One of the workshop engagement activities was to hand sew a
small drawstring bag and to design a hand-embroidered embellishment on the front. This bag making activity provided an
insight into the existing embroidery skills of the participants.
The facilitator was demonstrating a simple blanket stitch to the
women as a means to finish the edge of the bags. This stitch was
unfamiliar to the participants, therefore took a little longer to
learn. However, most of the women were using similar, complex
embroidery stitches as embellishments on the front of their bags
in a range of different abstract and floral patterns. The women
stated that these were traditional stitches that had been taught
in childhood, used on many traditional products and textiles.
The women executed these stitches to a high quality, with ease
and self-confidence. The women stated anecdotally, that these
embroidery skills were a part of their cultural traditions and had
not considered using these specialist skills either through the
development of an enterprise or as a means of freelance activity
working with local designers.

Poplar Works Community Partnership Report
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Aspirations

Barriers

Qualifications

My Dream Job

The questionnaire enquired about the types of qualifications
achieved by the participants, measured against the standard UK
qualifications, however, this did not identify the breadth, range
and level of qualifications achieved by the participants. A few of
the participants indicated examples of the type of qualifications
achieved in Bangladesh: Tailoring courses, Business Management
and Political Science, and other UK courses; Diploma in Nursing
and ESOL language courses. This would necessitate further
enquiry, as 31 of the participants indicated they had achieved
qualifications as ‘other’ than those UK standard qualifications as
identified in the questionnaire. In understanding the nature and
level of these ‘other’ qualifications, this would help to diagnose
and facilitate a pre-entry assessment.

This consultation evidences positive aspirations and ambitions
within the community. Many of which have been supported
through the long-standing work of the existing community
sewing groups, especially regarding the provision of training,
language support and the positive social community interaction of the participants. Stitches in Time have loyal, engaged
and enthusiastic participants who, have remained active with
the group over a number of years as they progress from learner
to trainer, evidencing how a fully supportive programme can
benefit the participants.

Participants were asked about their future plans, and their
interest in further training and employment. Some of the participants indicated that caring responsibilities, and unemployment
benefits, are factors that contribute towards an uncertainty
regarding full-time or part-time commitments.
In regards to current employment status, 23 participants were
unemployed and receiving benefits, whilst a further 10 were
unemployed and receiving no benefits, indicating that some
participants are supported by their working partners (many of
the women in the ice-breaker session talked about their caring
responsibilities for their children and the occupations of their
husbands, chef, taxi-driver etc. which supported the family) 6
participants were already in part-time employment.
When asked if the participants would be interested in a training
course: 34 participants said yes, however, 27 participants emphasised they would not wish to train full-time.
There were 32 participants who stated they would be interested
in part-time employment, 19 would be interested in working
part-time in a fashion-related business and 9 participants would
like to run their own business.

“I would like to be a theatre
costumer designer and making
production and working with
people in theatre.”
Poplar Sewing Group participant

“I would like to have my own
business making shalwar
kameez and employ people to
help me.”
Poplar Sewing Group participant

It is important to discuss the barriers that many of the
community participants may experience, which includes many
of the women who leave prison, who may have little or no access
to financial support, the stability of a family environment or
prospects of employment.
Standard of Living
“A minimum standard of living (MIS) in the UK today includes,
more than just food, clothes and shelter. It is about having
what you need in order to have the opportunities and choices
necessary to participate in society.”
(commissioned by Trust for London, authored by Researchers from
the Centre for Research in Social Policy, Loughborough University)

The Minimum Income Standard Report (MIS) (2016-17) identified that issues faced by families living in London, make it far
more difficult for families to reach a ‘socially accepted’ standard
of living in London (Trust for London, MIS standard report).
Over 41% of Londoners live below the normal standard of living,
in comparison to 30% across the UK.
The main issues which Londoners experience are high housing
costs, childcare and travel and are the most significant factors
faced by people living and working in London. London households pay up to 40% higher rent than the national average.
Additionally, public transport costs for Londoners are more than
twice that that experienced by the rest of the UK. When questioned “how far they would travel to work”, 25 stated the furthest
distance would be one bus ride away from home, 32 preferred a
travel time of between 10-30mins, which indicates a preference
to remain within the local area.
Through the workshop activities and questionnaires participants
were asked what support they would need to access training or
employment in the future. Childcare costs, assistance finding
childcare, advice about benefits and flexible hours were the most
frequently cited issues raised. The MIS reports that families in
London are expected to pay at least 31% - 41% more than the
UK average childcare costs.

Benefits system
The benefits landscape is changing rapidly at a national and
local level, with the phased introduction of Universal Credit
starting in 2017. Poplar was one of the first five areas in the
country where the new system was introduced, meaning that
new claimants with fewer than three children could apply for
Universal Credit. The government intends to begin transferring
existing benefits and tax credits claimants to universal credit
from 2019, with a target that all people claiming benefits or tax
credits will be moved to Universal Credit by 2023. However,
complications in its delivery and ongoing political debate about
this new system could well affect this timeline.
It was identified throughout the consultation through conversations with local people and organisations that there is widespread
confusion and fear surrounding eligibility for benefits and how
undertaking work or training could adversely affect household
income. This prevents many local women from engaging in
formal training and employment, although many of them want to.
The partnership researched the local landscape through communication with Job Centre Plus contacts, with the intention that
a flexible model of training and employment could be offered at
Poplar Works, with clear guidelines to be produced and shared
with potential applicants on how engaging with training or
work at Poplar Works could affect their benefits and financial
situation. This proved more difficult than expected due to the
current complex landscape of different benefits and the changing
landscape which means that there are numerous different situations that individuals could find themselves in.

Overall, the minimum cost of living is about 20% more for a
family in London than outside London. Even in social housing,
parents in London require earnings of at least £28,000 a year
each to reach a minimum standard. (Trust for London, MIS
standard report)
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London Manufacturing
Consultation
HMP Downview Focus Group

Training and Delivery Issues

In June 2018, LCF delivered a 3-hour
• They would be happy to travel across
focus group with four women, all of
London to access Poplar Works if
whom have experience of taking part in
they had the funds to do so
London College of Fashion’s ‘Making
• They thought the opportunity
for Change’ project at HMP Downview.
should be offered to all Making for
One woman is currently undertaking a
Change participants on release
Release on Temporary License (ROTL)
from HMP Downview
placement at London College of Fashion,
one woman is a current member of the
“Just staying in touch, the transition
Making for Change project, nearing
from that environment (Downview)
release who was given permission to
to this environment (LCF) (is
attend for the day, and two women were
important). When I say ‘I’m going
previously participants on the project,
to do this today with London College
who have since been released from prison.
of Fashion’ it’s a good feeling”

•

•

 heir experience of the training
T
programme at Making for Change
at HMP Downview
For those who have been released,
their experience of being released
and their views on how Poplar Works
could be best designed to support
women into work and training on
release from prison
Their views and suggestions for
opportunities and programmes at
Poplar Works

All the women were overwhelmingly
positive about the intention for a site
based in London where they could
continue their training or be employed.
All the women agreed that:
•
•
•

 hey wanted to continue to pursue
T
fashion either as a hobby or a career
They were interested in setting
up their own businesses but
needed support
They wanted to continue the
connection with London College of
Fashion, whether through training
or employment

•

•

Participant in HMP Downview focus group

The Poplar Works project was presented
to the women, who were then asked
a series of questions regarding:
•

In the discussion about the experience
of being released from prison, and what
could help ex-offenders to progress
into training and employment, it was
stated that:

“When you come out of prison you
need to integrate yourself back into
society so having these two groups
coming together (community and
ex-offenders) is a nice way to do that”
Participant in HMP Downview focus group

Other key points raised in the
discussion included:
•
•

•
•

 he need for a quiet space and social
T
spaces onsite at Poplar Works
The women were keen to think of
ideas to help support and fundraise for
‘Making for Change’ at Poplar Works
through ideas such as an onsite fabric
store or pop-up shop
Childcare duties could be a barrier
to engaging in training or work
opportunities if they are not flexible
“When you’ve got kids it’s finding
that time to do what you want to do…
I’m scared that if I go to work here or
there will I make it back on time to
pick up my kids”
Participant in HMP Downview focus group

•

 n release from prison, ex-offenders
O
are given £46, but little support to
locate housing or work, or how to
claim benefits, so without a support
network it is very difficult to focus
on anything other than these
urgent issues
Lack of funds to cover travel costs
and childcare costs could potentially
deter them from accessing training
or employment
Some women were set up with
mentors to meet with regularly on
release but the mentors weren’t
usually able to offer practical advice,
which is what they felt they needed
the most

It was suggested that:
•

•

•

•

 supportive exit strategy should
A
be set up for each participant over
the 6 months before release, to
provide tailored advice and guidance
to each individual
‘Making for Change’ participants
could benefit from being provided
with information on relevant
support services, organisations
and funding that they could access
on release, in relation to both
continuing their sewing skills and
basic needs
‘Making for Change’ participants
could be provided with a ‘kit’ with
sewing equipment, an oyster card
and other useful items on release,
to help them to continue to sew at
home and to travel to appointments
It would be beneficial to access
mentors or staff members who
could offer practical advice before
and after release

It is important to understand the complexities affecting the
execution of a successful training solution in London, from an
industry perspective i.e. not excluding, but not focusing on, the
social/community barriers.
There have been several historic attempts to develop a
mechanism to bring new skilled staff into manufacturing jobs
in London, however, so far, none have succeeded in delivering
a fit-for-purpose scheme to satisfy demand. UKFT know this
from regular informal engagement with industry and from our
recent formal consultations. In short there is still a wide spread
and severe skills shortage for the roles of sewing machinist, cloth
cutter and pattern cutter.
There are multiple complex reasons for this.

The industry has now reached a more settled position from
which to build some valuable training programs, whether
Apprenticeship based or not.
Funding inaccessible
The previous funding mechanism for Apprenticeships was hard
to use for much of the fashion and textiles industry, particularly those based in London. Government would fund 100% of
training costs for 16 to 18-year olds, 50% of the costs for those
aged 19 to 24 and offered no funding support for training over
24’s (except a 24+ learner loan). The were a number of reasons
why this did not work for the London based manufacturers:
•

A changing landscape
Since the Richard Review of Apprenticeships (see Appendix
for detail) in 2012 there has been an ongoing period of change
within the training landscape for all sectors.
Although Apprenticeships are not the only answer, this is where
the national (government led) focus has been and, therefore,
where the majority of funding for training has been directed.
Following the Richard Review, government has continued to ask
industries to take greater ownership of their skills agendas. The
main result of which has been a total review of all Apprenticeship
Frameworks (due to expire by 2020) and a coordinated migration
onto Apprenticeship Standards, a process which UKFT has been at
the heart of in a coordination and secretariat capacity.
Alongside the changes to the schemes of learning there has
also been a change to the way Apprenticeships are funded, all
Apprenticeship training is now funded through the Levy system
(see Appendix for more detail.)
For the fashion and textiles sector there was additional change
as the former Sector Skills Council handed the responsibility of
skills and training in the sector to UKFT, now the government
appointed Sector Skills Body.
Whilst in the main these changes have been positive, there
has been a resultant ‘hiatus in training’ in the sector until the
landscape became more settled. This has occurred at a time
where, as previously discussed, the need to recruit and train new
skilled staff into a flourishing manufacturing sector has become
increasingly critical.
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•
•

•

 anufacturers predominantly look for candidates with
M
a strong desire to be in and stay in this environment and
therefore commonly look to recruit those in their late 20s
or above
Learner loans were not considered an option for those
looking at this type of work and training
Paying the remaining 50% of the training costs was
unachievable for the majority of businesses, all which are
SME, many micro SME. For some apprenticeships this
would have been as much as £6,000 per candidate, therefore
businesses could not recruit 19 – 24-year olds.
Most manufacturers reported that they did not want to
recruit a 16 – 18 year old, those that did consider 16 – 18 year
olds found that volumes of applications were extremely low
(even with the support of training providers) and the rare
candidate that was found was often not comfortable in the
environment or with the role.

Delivery mechanisms not fit for purpose
With the previous funding for training favouring apprenticeships
there has been little flexibility to explore other forms of vocational
training. Previously trialed/offered apprenticeship programmes
have had low or no uptake from London Manufacturers.
A significant barrier to apprenticeship uptake has been the
inflexibility of some ‘college led’ models. In some cases, the
nuances of the sector were often not factored in and therefore
the training was hard to use. In these cases those manufacturers
who did explore apprenticeships described the feeling of
trying to fit a round peg into a square hole and in the main
found recruitment processes were not able to deliver
appropriate candidates.
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Many manufacturers were ‘nervous’ of the on-the-job training
element of the apprenticeship, fearing their valuable staff would
be ‘off their own job’ whilst training a ‘brand new’ candidate –
having a significant impact of the productivity of small teams
resulting in financial strain.

to prepare new entrants for industry roles before entering the
workplace, the ABC Level 1 Award in Fashion and Textiles was
developed. There are currently twelve frameworks available at
this level for F&T but the ABC level 1 award is the only one going
through the UKFT Industry Recognition Programme (IRP).

The need to change perceptions

Critical Mass

The aim is for this to be delivered in a live or simulated manufacturing workplace to give new entrants the opportunity to ‘taste’
the requirements and environments of a manufacturer. Candidates
finish with a nationally accredited, industry recognised, qualification that offers multiple pathway options into multiple job roles in
the sector. Potential employers are able to understand the candidates’ level of competency before entering the workplace. They can
also be confident that they have the aptitude and drive to pursue
a manufacturing job, ensuring a greater success rate for further
on-the-job training or employment.

•

One of the common barriers to delivering successful training in
the UK fashion and textiles industry is achieving the critical mass
regionally to make delivery economically viable and attractive
to training providers. 90% of the UK fashion and textiles is SME
and often individual companies only have the need for one or
two candidates, so clustering/coordinating need is essential.
UKFT is working with their London Manufacturers group to
ensure that the businesses in need of new staff are involved in its
development and that the training delivered will meet the real
needs of the industry. By engaging this group in the development
process it will be easier to demonstrate a critical mass and a commitment to train and employ.
Entry level training required
Whilst there are currently training schemes offering valuable
delivery to other parts of the fashion industry in London the
needs of the high-end fashion sector are specific and nuanced and
so require a new, specific, industry owned delivery mechanism.
High end manufacturers work with high value products and
materials in an environment where there is little margin for
error. Candidates are required to enter the workplace with a
good basic level of skill but for these businesses qualifications and
apprenticeships are not the only answer.

A number of ‘stitching schools’ have optimised the programme
nationally with a notably high success rate for completion and
progression into further education, apprenticeships or full-time
employment.
However, an industry fit method for implementing this to suit
the specific requirements of the London manufacturing sector
still needs to be developed.
Pipeline issues
In London, and across the UK fashion and textiles industry,
there are numerous challenges that are affecting the delivery of
industry fit training and talent pipelines. In 2017 UKFT were
asked by the Department for Education (DfE) to feed into a
number of consultations requiring industry input. The response
included the following concerns:

A sustainable, industry designed and recognised entry level
training programme with industry approved tuition is needed.
From this an appropriately skilled talent pool can be generated
from which manufacturers can recruit into jobs or further
on-the-job training.

•

The good news is that the qualification on which to base this
training does now exist. A lack of entry level training was for a
long while identified by fashion and textiles businesses across
the UK as a national market failure. In response, and in order

•

•

 here is a severe shortage of Fashion & Textiles provision
T
in pre-16 learning (e.g. GCSE in Design and Technology:
Textiles Technology)
The industry feel very strongly that through this lack of
provision and accurate sector information the fashion &
textiles industry miss out on a talent pipeline
These concerns lead back into early school-based learning
where there is also a lack of creative provision that will
severely impact the talent pipeline

In London, and across the UK, there is a need to challenge
some existing perceptions that have become barriers to uptake
of training.

•

•

 any employers have previously tried using Apprenticeships
M
to expand their workforce and have experienced many of the
issues identified above. There is now a need to communicate
the new look Apprenticeship standards, funding and delivery
and to myth-bust some of the negative perceptions.
There is a poor perception of the manufacturing
environment amongst career advisors, young people and
their parents. There is a need for a sector wide campaign
to communicate the environment and the opportunities
available within the fashion manufacturing sector.
There is a need to create clear resources to explain the jobs
available within the industry and how to access them.
These resources must be accessible to candidates of all
ages and backgrounds.

Not enough industry engagement in the
development process
In the Fashion and Textiles sector there have been a number
of successful training models that we can learn from. Each of
these models have been targeted, needs driven and business led
and have consequently successfully overcome near crippling
skills shortages.
These models have all demonstrated clear industry ownership of
their schemes, developed an exciting promotion of opportunities and strong recruitment pathways. However, these examples
have all used apprenticeships to find a workable solution. Whilst
this is a method that has worked for some groups of businesses
our evidence demonstrates this is not the only solution for the
London manufacturers.
One of the key purposes of the UKFT London Manufacturers
group is for these businesses to come together to develop
a training and recruitment solution for them and by them.

Recruitment methods not fit for purpose
Previously recruitment into training has been led by funding
restrictions and often by training providers. It has commonly
been the most significant barrier to the uptake in apprenticeships
for London manufacturers.
As discussed, now the funding restrictions have been lifted it is
possible to target more suitable candidates to train.
With the UKFT London Manufacturers group in place it is
now possible to promote opportunities in the sector en masse
rather than business by business. It is also important to
have the employers at the heart of this process so that they
receive candidates that will thrive in their work place and
remain employed.

Poplar Works Community Partnership Report
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London Manufacturing Consultation

London Manufacturing Consultation

Training Programme:
Industry Criteria

Conclusion

As previously discussed the London Manufacturing sector is in a period of growth
and needs to develop a new pipeline of
skilled people entering into manufacturing jobs in order to utilise opportunities.
UKFT have been working on behalf of
their London Manufacturers group to
develop an outline of
the needs and considerations that must
be taken into account when developing a
training solution for these businesses.
The following is a summary of both
formal and informal consultation with
representative business in the sector.
Develop a mechanism that generates
an approved talent pool from which
manufacturers can recruit pre-trained
candidates with an appropriate level of
skill and productivity onto jobs or further
on-the-job training. The program must
focus on delivering candidates into highly
skilled cutting, machining and finishing
jobs, as well as addressing roles such
as pattern cutting and pressing.
The recruitment of candidates into
pre-training programmes must be
industry led. The recruitment process
must consider the employment requirements of the manufacturers and where
possible potential employers must be
involved at this stage.
UKFT will be creating a recruitment
brief on behalf of the group and will
help to facilitate a talent pool and recruitment process.
The mechanism must be flexible to
allow candidates of differing abilities
to enter and exit the pre-training
programme at different points that suit
them and their would-be employer. In
some cases, it may be that manufacturers
will refer a potential employee to the
programme. Some candidates will have

prior experience but manufacturers
would like them to go through a recognised training programme before
employing them.
In addition, the needs of London manufacturers are varied, particularly in terms
of product type, therefore the model,
funding and delivery must be flexible.
An industry approved assessment
process must be developed that will
assess candidates at the start and the end
of their training. This will ensure they
receive the correct level of training whilst
on the programme and that they are ‘ready
for the work place’ when they complete.
This assessment will need to take into
account not just technical ability but any
wrap around support or training they may
require - this could include employability
skills, English language training, financial
support, circumstantial needs and any
other ongoing support they will need
in order to successfully become a longterm employee.
Should there be candidates who do not
show the correct aptitude for the role
they are training for, they must be offered
opportunities to use what they have
learned to train into other roles in this
environment, for example, pressing.
UKFT will be creating an industry
approved candidate assessment process
on behalf of the group.
A period of work placement must
be included in the pre-training
programme - this may be multiple
placements. This will allow the candidates
the chance to understand the manufacturing environment, the context of the
roles within it and the variety of products
and materials manufacturers in London
work with. It will give them the chance to

understand where their aptitudes lie and
where they would most like to work. It
will also give manufacturers the chance to
get to know would-be employees and how
they will fit within their business before
they employ them.
The recruitment of candidates into
the work place must also be industry
led. Employers must be involved in the
final assessment process and interview
stage at which point jobs and further
on-the-job training will be offered.
This part of the programme must also
be flexible to accommodate different
employer and learner routes. ‘Further
on-the-job training’ may be in the format
of apprenticeships but if the learner and
employer wish this can also be informal
training whilst employed.
As discussed previously UKFT will help
to facilitate a talent pool and recruitment
process for this stage.
Quality assurance and industry
recognition is essential. There was
a consensus during consultation that
gaining a qualification was not necessary
from the manufacturers point of view.
However, it is important that the preparatory training has ‘industry recognition’
and that the quality and content of the
training is industry recognised.
The programme developed should be
recognised as the place to go to get a job
in manufacturing and the place to go,
for manufacturer, to recruit, this does
not mean it can only be delivered in one
location. It will also be important to offer
candidates certification of completion to
create a recognised talent pool.
Manufacturers have highlighted that
the competency and industry experience of the proposed tutors must be of a

high standard and relevance. It has been
discussed that for certain parts of the
training manufacturers may offer their
skilled staff as guest trainers.
UKFT have advised that the qualification on which the pre-training is based
should be the ABC Level 1 in Fashion and
Textiles. As previously discussed this qualification is the only Level 1 going through
the UKFT IRP process.
UKFT will coordinate all industry
approval of the delivery mechanism on
behalf of the manufacturers group.
Opportunities in the industry must
be well promoted. As well as the direct
promotion of the program, the routes
through it and the opportunities available,
the perceived attractiveness of the sector
and these roles will require a campaign of
promotion. This is something that UKFT
is addressing on a nationwide basis.
Some of the promotion of this programme
however can be targeted, for example
to those communities with a latent skill
level, through existing linked community
schemes or through current employees
and their networks.
If there is a visible and well promoted
training route into certain jobs those with
existing skills and a desire to get in will
know where to come.
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This consultation has explored some of the challenges that the London manufacturing industry faces in recruiting skilled employees, and the challenges
women in Poplar face in accessing training to upskill and progress into
employment or enterprise in east London. Although we have consulted
with very different stakeholder groups, they have interests in the same aim;
to create a stable pipeline of opportunity into the fashion manufacturing
sector in east London.
The challenges identified require a flexible and needs-driven response,
active participation by stakeholders and continued involvement from innovators in education, community development and the fashion industry. By
sharing knowledge and investing time and resources now, we can contribute towards building a healthier local fashion economy in east London,
which meets the needs of employees and employers in the industry, and has
knock-on benefits for the families, friends and neighbours of those involved.
By creating a flexible training programme that is industry approved,
including employability training, work placements and active industry
involvement, we can engage talented individuals who might not otherwise
be able to access training, and bridge the gap between education and work.
Participants moving through the programme will be well prepared to enter
stable and long-term employment, or to set up their own enterprises, and
to be part of a skilled and productive workforce. They will also be equipped
with the knowledge and networks to become more financially independent.
With more people training and working in fashion in a concentrated area,
interest and engagement with the fashion industry will also grow.
Poplar Works is a key Fashion District project, and its place within a
wider skills strategy means we can both access the knowledge and
expertise this hub can offer, and share our own successes, challenges and
models of delivery more widely within the local industry, enabling a successful blueprint to be rolled out more broadly in the future. The success of
this project will not only benefit the local community, ex-offenders and the
manufacturing industry directly: its realisation can have a wider impact on
the economy in London and beyond.
Our findings reflect the key priorities of the Mayor of London’s ‘Skills
for Londoners’ strategy (June 2018), which recognises the need to address
cross-sector skills shortages by empowering Londoners to access education,
skills and employment and actively involving industry in this process.
Indeed, this is a timely intervention at a critical stage of expansions of the
fashion manufacturing industry in east London. Barriers to the growth
of the sector are apparent but have not yet been exacerbated by Brexit,
the funding landscape has become more flexible and stakeholder groups
have expressed interest in become actively involved. If we can harness this
momentum, together we can create a self-sustaining fashion ecosystem in
Poplar and beyond.
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Appendix 1 –
Project Partners

University of the Arts London (UAL)

Stitches in Time

University of the Arts London offers an
extensive range of courses in art, design,
fashion, communication and performing
arts, including Pre-degree, Graduate and
Postgraduate courses. The University has
a world-class reputation and is made up of
6 equally renowned Colleges: Camberwell
College of Arts, Central Saint Martins,
Chelsea College of Arts, London College
of Communication, London College of
Fashion and Wimbledon College of Arts.

Stitches in Time is an arts and education
charity established in 1993. Stitches in
Time designs and delivers education
and community development arts
programmes, public commissions and
training courses in visual and textile arts.

London College of Fashion, University
of the Arts London (LCF, UAL)
London College of Fashion is a global
leader in fashion education and the development of innovative practices to tackle
issues locally and internationally - driving
change and transforming lives.
LCF Social Responsibility was established in 2014 as a response to the
growing significance of the Fashion
Education in Prisons work and the
Better Lives initiative. Better Lives has
developed a wide agenda, which includes
social responsibility, widening participation, sustainability, awareness-raising and collaboration. Through Better
Lives LCF has sought partnerships with
schools, prisons and charities alongside
many industry collaborations.
LCF Social Responsibility creates dynamic
and innovative experiences for participants from a diverse range of backgrounds. using fashion to raise awareness
of social issues and provide participants
with the skills and knowledge to support
their future pathways.

Primarily based in Limehouse Town
Hall, Stitches in Time also conducts
regular outreach programmes in several
community spaces around the London
Borough of Tower Hamlets. Many
women that access their programmes
face issues such as long-term unemployment, low confidence, social isolation
or domestic violence. Stitches in Time
provides participants with tailored
support and pathways to volunteering
opportunities, CV and employment help.
Stitches in Time also delivers an enterprise
programme called FabricWorks through
which they provide structured courses in
learning industry-standard textile skills,
and offer a bespoke production service for
textile commissions. Income generated by
FabricWorks supports Stitches in Time
community development and education
programmes. Stitches in Time have also
recently launched a childrenswear line
called Mini Stitches.
Poplar HARCA
Poplar HARCA is an award-winning
Housing and Regeneration Community
Association in East London, which
provides homes and support to residents
old and new; helping to create a place
where people, communities and businesses can grow and thrive. Poplar
HARCA is currently leading an extensive

place-shaping programme for Poplar,
attracting £2.5 billion investment to
regenerate, build and create opportunities.
Poplar HARCA’s Communities and
Neighbourhood team manages a network
of neighbourhood centres located near
each of its twelve estates. Groups and
services include vocational training and
employability skills, ESOL classes, health
and wellbeing activities and after school
clubs. Several neighbourhood centres offer
fashion and textiles clubs and courses.
Poplar HARCA’s ACCENTS team was
set up in June 2014 to support the social,
economic and cultural regeneration of
Poplar within the large-scale physical
change in the area. The ACCENTS team
is leading on the Poplar Works project.
Newham College
Newham College is a further education
College based in the London Borough
of Newham.
With strong sector links and employer
partnerships, Newham College has established a Centre of Excellence in Fashion
and Tailoring and offers a wide range
of courses that provide highly effective
routes to employment. Newham College
also owns and operates the Fashion and
Textile Museum (www.ftmlondon.org)
as a world-renowned exhibition and
training centre.
Newham College provides education and
support to its diverse local community,
and is a large provider of employability
and ESOL training. Newham College will
deliver accredited training at ‘Making for
Change’ at Poplar Works.

United Kingdom Fashion and Textiles
Association (UKFT)
The UK Fashion & Textile Association
(UKFT) is the most inclusive network
for fashion and textile companies in the
UK, bringing together designers, manufacturers, agents and retailers as well as
the key UK trade associations as federated
members. UKFT combined membership
exceeds 2500 businesses.
With a membership covering businesses
from yarn spinners and dyers through
to catwalk brands, UKFT is in a unique
position to act as the voice of the industry.
UKFT plays an active role in coordinating industry strategy and representing
their needs to government at a local and
national level.
As part of UKFT’s ongoing commitment
to support the UK manufacturing sector, a
member-led network has been established
for London based businesses, uniting
them to form UKFT London Manufacturers. Through the formation of this group,
UKFT is working to ensure London can
help meet the rapidly growing demand for
fashion made in the capital.
UKFT is the government appointed
Sector Skills Body for the Fashion &
Textiles industry. Sector Skills Bodies
(SSBs) are organisations that work to
promote skills development in their
respective sectors. Unlike Sector Skills
Councils, SSBs are not funded by government and have to be self-financing.
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Appendix 2 –
UKFT Sewing Machinist Learner Route

This document maps the advised learner
route through training that will prepare
them for employment as a sewing
machinist in London. This document has
been prepared alongside an accompanying
document that details additional delivery
information and industry context.

Level 1
ABC Awards Level 1 Award
in Fashion and Textiles
Recommended 6-week delivery, full time
(500/4308/0) 12 credits, 120GLH
ABC Awards Level 1 Certificate in Fashion and Textiles
Recommended 12-week delivery, full time
(500/4330/4) 24 credits, 240GLH
For suggested unit selection for Sewing
Machinist see Appendix. UKFT are currently
working with their London Manufacturer
group to test an enhanced selection of units.
There are currently 12 listed qualifications
at this level on the register of accredited
qualifications, all of which propose to
have technical introductory units for a
potential sewing machinist recruit and
supporting preparation for employment
coverage. UKFT is reviewing the full
portfolio of fashion qualification on offer
through it’s UKFT Industry Recognition
Programme (IRP), with the intention of
endorsement and promotion of high-quality qualifications that will equip candidates
with the skills to progress their career.
At the time of writing the ABC Level 1
Award and Certificate are going through
UKFT IRP assessment and are the Level
1 qualifications UKFT recommend.
The delivery of training at Level 1 can

be successfully delivered ‘out of the
workplace’ but is best conducted in a
simulated production environment.
It is advised that training beyond a Level
1 is best conducted in the work place.

Level 2
Level 2 Sewing Machinist
Apprenticeship Standard
Recommended 12 month
delivery (employed)
All Apprenticeships are in a process
of migration from Frameworks to
Standards. The new Level 2 Apprenticeships Standard for Sewing Machinist
has now been approved and will be
ready for delivery in September 2018.
Occupational Profile
Sewing Machinist:

Machinist is to make sewn products that
meet specifications and quality criteria,
with particular emphasis on maintaining quality standards whilst working at
the required efficiency rate and meeting
targets and deadlines. Typically, the
role of a Sewing Machinist includes:
Organisation and maintenance
of an efficient workstation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

 perating specialist industrial
O
sewing machines
Adhering to health and safety
rules and regulations
Working with a variety of
materials, threads and trimmings
Using a variety of sewing production
techniques and methods
Producing sewn items that meet
quality standards, targets and deadlines
Interpreting and following instruction
and technical specifications
Monitoring and maintaining
the work flow
Routine machine maintenance

A Sewing Machinist can be employed by
a large, small or micro size sewn product
manufacturing business. These businesses produce a wide range and variety
of products from clothing and fashion
items to leather goods, soft furnishing,
knitwear, marine and medical textiles.
The Sewing Machinists role is fundamental to the production process right
across this diverse, multi sector industry.

•

Depending on the product and company
size, a Sewing Machinist may work alone
or as part of team on one aspect within
the sewing process or on various operations. The role may involve involve
occupations such as lock stitching, blind
hemming, over locking; cover stitching,
cup seaming or ruffling or linking.
The key responsibility of a Sewing

Additional information:

Funding:
Total government funding available for
this standard (for any age candidate)
will be up to £4,000 with additional
payments available of £1,000 to the
employer and £1,000 to the provider for
younger or disadvantaged Apprentices.

To view full detail (including knowledge,
skills and behaviours and assessment
plan) for this Standard please visit - www.
instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/sewing-machinist/

At the end of this training the candidate
will be a competent sewing machinist,
progression is optional. For Apprenticeship progression see below.

Apparel products. They will also be
responsible for the performance of a
team on a daily basis. For suggested unit
selection for these roles see Appendix.

Level 3

Funding:

Level 3 Advanced Apprenticeship
in Fashion & Textiles Framework

Drawn down through the levy
system - ESfA valid for 18/19

Recommended 2 year delivery (employed)
(Offered by ABC Awards and Pearson)
Pathway 2 (Apparel) includes content
for multiple job roles including Sample
Machinist and Apparel Team leader.

(See table below)

The current framework qualifications have been extended by both
Awarding Organisations (ABC Awards
& Pearson) until late 2020. Additionally the Institute for Apprenticeships
(IfA) have announced that there will
be no more framework withdrawals
until 2020. This means the Level 3
Advanced Apprenticeship in Fashion
& Textiles Framework will be available
for delivery until the proposed Level 3
Sample Machinist Standard (working
title) is developed - tbc Autumn 2019.
Occupational Profile Sample
Machinist/Technologist:
Sample Machinists are a key part of the
clothing design team. They wok closely
with designers, garment technologists
and pattern cutters to create the first
made-up sample of a garment design.
Occupational Profile Apparel
Team Leader/Supervisor:
An Apparel Team Leader/Supervisor will
require extensive knowledge of production processes to produce
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Potential training duration
Level 1 - 3 - 6 months
Level 2 - 12 months
Level 3 - 2 years
Total (including Sample
Machinist) = 3 / 3.5 years
Apprenticeship title

Fashion and Textiles

Pathway title

Apparel

Framework code
(data purposes only)

423

Level

3

Additional payments 1618**
Maximum funding band value*

£12,000

Employer payment

£1,000

Provider payment

£3,400

*For any age learner now
**To fund any additional support
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Appendix 3 –
UKFT Cloth Cutter Learner Route

Appendix
ABC Level 1 in Fashion & Textiles |
Sewing Machinist
(Award – Choose minimum of 2 units
/ Certificate – Choose a minimum of 4
units) * most likely employer choice
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

 esign principles in the fashion and
D
textiles industry
Soft furnishing
Surface patterning
Garment construction (Industrial)
Pattern construction
Garment construction (Craft)
Upholstery
Soft toy making
Fashion design: illustration techniques
Industrial sewing operations*
Inspection of finished sewn products*
Using industrial sewing machinery*
Fabric inspection
Fabric laying
Principles of fabric cutting*
Hand pressing of sewn products
Introduction to finishing procedures
for sewn products*
Quality control of a sewn product*
Industrial apparel machine
maintenance*
Health and Safety in a workshop*

Level 3 Advanced Apprenticeship
in Fashion & Textiles Framework
| Sample Machinist/ Technologist and
Apparel Team Leader * most likely choice
for London Man employers
Mandatory Competency Units
• Health, safety and security at work
• Maintaining the work area for
manufacturing sewn products
• Maintain the quality of production
working with textiles, leather
and materials

Optional Competency Units
(Choose a minimum of 4 units)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I nvestigate markets, materials and
styles
Produce final apparel product
specification
Assess customer requirements and
take measurements
Plan apparel production schedule
Illustrate a fashion design concept
using CAD
Create product specifications using
CAD/CAM
Product lifecycle management using
a CAD system
Make up and assemble apparel
samples *
Solve quality issues for sample
apparel production *
Produce sample garments for
manufacture *
Provide technical feedback on sample
garments *
Handle and measure garments to
ensure compliance with requirements
*

Mandatory Knowledge Units
•

•
•
•
•

 anaging health and safety and
M
employment rights and responsibilities
within the apparel, footwear or leather
industry
Managing quality standards within
apparel, footwear or leather
production
Managing own working relationships
within the apparel, footwear or leather
production
Manufacturing techniques within
apparel production
Materials used in the manufacture
of apparel

Optional Knowledge Units * to include Apparel Team Leader/Supervisor
(1 unit to be taken)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

 roduction management within the
P
apparel, footwear or leather industry*
Aspects of design within the apparel,
footwear or leather industry
Professional practice / preparation
for employment within the apparel,
footwear or leather industry
Managing customer relations
within the apparel, footwear
or leather industry
Buying (import/export) within the
apparel, footwear or leather industry
Supervisory management – team
leadership within the apparel,
footwear or leather industry*
Manage information for action
within the apparel, footwear
or leather industry*

This document maps the advised learner
route through training that will prepare
them for employment as a Cloth Cutter
in London. This document has been
prepared alongside an accompanying
document that details additional delivery
information and industry context.

can be successfully delivered ‘out of the
workplace’ but is best conducted in a
simulated production environment.

Level 1

Level 2

ABC Awards Level 1 Award in
Fashion and Textiles

Level 2 Intermediate Apprenticeship
in Fashion & Textiles Framework

Recommended 6-week delivery, full time
(500/4308/0) 12 credits, 120GLH

Recommended 12 month delivery
(employed) (Offered by ABC Awards and
Pearson)

ABC Awards Level 1 Certificate in
Fashion and Textiles
Recommended 12-week delivery, full time
(500/4330/4) 24 credits, 240GLH
For suggested unit selection for Cloth
Cutter see Appendix. UKFT are currently
working with their London Manufacturer group to test an enhanced selection
of units.
There are currently 12 listed qualifications
at this level on the register of accredited
qualifications, all of which propose to
have technical introductory units for
a potential Cloth Cutter recruit and
supporting preparation for employment
coverage. UKFT is reviewing the full
portfolio of fashion qualification on offer
through it’s UKFT Industry Recognition
Programme (IRP), with the intention of
endorsement and promotion of high-quality qualifications that will equip candidates
with the skills to progress their career.
At the time of writing the ABC Level 1
Award and Certificate are going through
UKFT IRP assessment and are the Level 1
qualifications UKFT recommend.
The delivery of training at Level 1
Poplar Works Community Partnership Report

It is advised that training beyond a
Level 1 is best conducted in the
work place.

Pathway 2 (Apparel) includes content for
multiple job roles including Cloth Cutter.
All Apprenticeships are in a process
of migration from Frameworks to
Standards. At present there are preliminary industry discussions around a
potential Cloth/Material Cutter expression of interest (to cover all sub-sectors),
if accepted by IfA it would be envisaged
to be ready for delivery in autumn 2019.
The current framework qualifications
have been extended by both Awarding
Organisations (ABC Awards & Pearson)
until late 2020. Additionally the Institute
for Apprenticeships (IfA) have announced
that there will be no more framework
withdrawals until 2020. This means the
Level 2 Intermediate Apprenticeship in
Fashion & Textiles Framework will be
available for delivery until a replacement
standard is developed.
Occupational Profile Cloth Cutter:
For any sewn product before sewing
can begin, pattern pieces must be made,
layouts determined, and fabric cut.
Following the outline of the pattern,
they place multiple layers of material

on the cutting table and use an electric
knife or other cutting tools to cut out the
various pieces of the garment; delicate
materials may be cut by hand.
In more automated facilities, markers
electronically send the layout to a computer-controlled cutting machine, and textile
cutting machine setters, operators, and
tenders monitor the machine’s work.
For suggested unit selection for Cloth
Cutter see Appendix.
Funding:
Drawn down through the levy system ESfA valid for 18/19
(see table below)
At the end of this training the candidate
will be a competent Cloth Cutter, progression is optional, see below.

Potential training duration
Level 1 - 3/6 months
Level 2 - 12 months
Total = 1/ 1.5 years

Potential Progression
Progression would be the implementation
of manual skills and knowledge of cloth
cutting/fabric knowledge through the
use of sector specific automated CAM
machinery. Training for this would be
with specific sector CAD/CAM vendor
endorsed software packages, where
training will be bespoke to both company
and employee requirements.
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Appendix 4 –
UKFT Pattern Cutter Learner Route

Candidates could also consider the Level
3 Advanced Apprenticeship in Fashion &
Textiles Framework | Team Leader route
- (see sewing machinist learner route for
detail.)

Mandatory Competency Units

•

•
•

•

Appendix

Optional Units
(Choose a minimum of 2 units)

ABC Level 1 in Fashion & Textiles |
Cloth Cutter
(Award – Choose minimum of 2 units
/ Certificate – Choose a minimum of 4
units)* most likely employer choice
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

 esign principles in the fashion
D
and textiles industry
Soft furnishing
Surface patterning
Garment construction (Industrial)
Pattern construction
Garment construction (Craft)
Upholstery
Soft toy making
Fashion design : illustration techniques
Industrial sewing operations
Inspection of finished sewn products
Using industrial sewing machinery*
Fabric inspection*
Fabric laying*
Principles of fabric cutting*
Hand pressing of sewn products
Introduction to finishing
procedures for sewn products
Quality control of a sewn product
Industrial apparel machine
maintenance*
Health and Safety in a workshop*

Level 2 Intermediate Apprenticeship
in Fashion & Textiles Framework |
Cloth Cutter * most likely choice for London
Man employers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Health, safety and security at work
Maintaining the work area for
manufacturing sewn products

 aintain the quality of
M
production working with
textiles, leather and materials*
Cutting materials for
manufacturing sewn products*
Carry out the sewing process
Carry out the tape sealing process
in the production of clothing and
related items
Carry out hand pressing in
the sewing process
Dyeing fabric
Dyeing sewn garments
Rotary fabric printing
Screen printing individual
items/garments
Carry out textile
manufacturing operations

Mandatory Knowledge Units
(Choose a minimum of 2 units)
•
•
•
•

I ntroduction and History of the
Apparel, Footwear, Leather or
Textiles Industry
Understanding Health and Safety
and associated Employer Rights
and Responsibilities within
The Apparel, Footwear, Leather
or Textile Industry
Developing Working Relationships
within the Apparel, Footwear,
Leather or Textile Industry

•
•

 aintain Quality Standards in
M
Apparel, Footwear, Leather or
Textile Production
Apparel Manufacturing Techniques The Production Process
Apparel Manufacturing Techniques Sewing and Making-Up Operations
Materials Used in Manufacture
of Apparel
Apprenticeship title

Fashion and
Textiles

Pathway title

Apparel

Framework code
(data purposes only)

423

Level

2

Additional payments 16-18**
Maximum funding
band value*

£2,000

Employer payment

£1,000

Provider payment

£3,400

*For any age learner now
**To fund any additional support

This document maps the advised learner
route through training that will prepare
them for employment as a Cloth Cutter
in London. This document has been
prepared alongside an accompanying
document that details additional delivery
information and industry context.

Level 1
ABC Awards Level 1 Award
in Fashion and Textiles
Recommended 6-week delivery, full time
(500/4308/0) 12 credits, 120GLH
ABC Awards Level 1 Certificate
in Fashion and Textiles
Recommended 12-week delivery, full time
(500/4330/4) 24 credits, 240GLH
For suggested unit selection for Pattern
Cutter see Appendix. UKFT are currently
working with their London Manufacturer
group to test an enhanced selection
of units.
There are currently 12 listed qualifications at this level on the register of
accredited qualifications, all of which
propose to have technical introductory
units for a potential Pattern Cutter
recruit and supporting preparation
for employment coverage. UKFT is
reviewing the full portfolio of fashion
qualification on offer through it’s UKFT
Industry Recognition Programme (IRP),
with the intention of endorsement and
promotion of high quality qualifications
that will equip candidates with the skills
to progress their career. At the time of
writing the ABC Level 1 Award and
Certificate are going through UKFT
IRP assessment and are the Level 1
qualifications UKFT recommend.
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The delivery of training at Level 1 can
be successfully delivered ‘out of the
workplace’ but is best conducted
in a simulated production environment.

Level 2
There is no dedicated Apprenticeship
provision for the role of Pattern Cutter
at Level 2 as the level of work based study
for this job role is assigned a Level 3.
Candidates therefore have the
following options.

have technical introductory units for
a potential pattern cutter recruit and
supporting preparation for employment
coverage. At the time of writing the ABC
Level 2 Certificate in Fashion and Textiles
is going through UKFT IRP assessment
and is the Level 2 qualification UKFT
recommend for pattern cutting.
•

 BC Level 2 Certificate in
A
Fashion and Textiles

For more detail see Appendix.

Apprenticeship route:
Recommended 12 month delivery

Progression onto further Apprenticeship training is recommended.

Candidates wishing to pursue an apprenticeship training route to the Level 3
Pattern CutterApprenticeship Standard
should consider either of the below:

Level 3

•
•

 evel 2 Sewing Machinist
L
Apprenticeship Standard
Level 2 Intermediate Apprenticeship
in Fashion & Textiles Framework
- cloth cutter pathway

For more detail re content see accompanying documents ‘UKFT Sewing
Machinist learner route’ and ‘UKFT
Cloth Cutter learner route’.
College based route:
Recommended 6 month delivery

Level 3 Pattern Cutter
Apprenticeship Standard
Recommended approx. 2 years delivery
- including end test (employed)
All Apprenticeships are in a process
of migration from Frameworks to
Standards. The new Level 3 Pattern
Cutter Apprenticeship Standard has
now been approved and will be ready
for delivery in September 2018.
Occupational Profile:

If candidates do not follow the Apprenticeship route and there is a large
enough cohort for ‘college based’
training to be viable this is an option.

A pattern cutter working within the
clothing and textiles industry can be
employed by a large, medium, small
or micro size business, producing a
variety of products from clothing and
fashion items to leather goods, soft
furnishings, marine and medical textiles.

There are currently 13 listed qualifications
at this level on the register of accredited
qualifications, all of which propose to

The role of a pattern cutter involves
interpreting a design brief and drafting
a pattern that reflects the design and
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technical specifications. A variety of
pattern drafting methods can be used
such as altering and shaping standard
pattern ‘blocks’ into a style, modifying
non-standard pattern ‘bases’ taken
from the company’s pattern library or
‘modelling’ which involves draping fabric
over a mannequin, shaping the fabric to
the correct style and fit and cutting out
a pattern base using the pieces. Pattern
production software packages are also
commonly used to create pattern
pieces, though in smaller businesses
pattern cutters still produce patterns
manually or use a combination of both
manual and computerised systems.
Initially, a pattern cutter will work
autonomously drafting the prototype
pattern. They will then work closely
with a sample machinist to produce a
sample of the product. The pattern cutter
will also work as part of the production
team to review the sample. The team
involved will depend on the size of the
company and may include designers,
garment technologists and sample
machinists. The team will analyse the
sample and discuss and agree any changes
required. The pattern cutter will then
make adjustments and produce the
master pattern to be used in production,
incorporating technical data such as
balance marks, notches, seam allowance,
grain lines, cutting instructions, size
and component name. The role of a
pattern cutter typically includes:
•
•
•

 ssessing given sewn product
A
design and specifications
Drafting prototype patterns that meet
specifications and reflect given designs
Working with the sample machinist
to produce product samples

Appendix

•
•
•
•

 eviewing and assessing the
R
product samples
Adjusting prototype patterns to meet
required design and fit specifications
Creating the final master pattern
ready for production
Supporting the cutting and
production processes

Funding:
Total government funding available for
this standard (for any age candidate) will
be up to £9,000 with additional payments
available of £1,000 to the employer and
£1,000 to the provider for younger or
disadvantaged Apprentices.
Additional information:
To view full detail (including knowledge,
skills and behaviours and assessment plan)
for this Standard please visit - https://
www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/
apprenticeship-standards/pattern-cutter/
At the end of this training the
candidate will be a considered
a competent pattern cutter.
Please note: This Standard concentrates
on Pattern Cutter duties only, grading and
lay planning are not covered in the new
Standard. However, units from the Level
3 Advanced Apprenticeship in Fashion &
Textiles Framework are still
accessible and fundable.
In addition there are no qualifications
within this standard but if an employer
wishes to purchase an additional qualification for an Apprentice it could be
funded out of the standard funding band.
Units from the Level 3 NVQ in

Apparel Manufacturing Technology (once reviewed for UKFT
IRP) would be recommended.

Potential training duration
Level 1 - 3/6 months
Level 2 - 6 /12 months (College route/
Apprenticeship route)
Level 3 – 24 months (Apprenticeship)

ABC Level 2 Certificate in
Fashion and Textiles
Recommended 12 month delivery
(college based)
500/5196/9 – 25 credits, 200 GLH
Pattern Cutting Pathway options
•

Total = 3/ 3.5 years

•
•

Appendix

•

 aking measurements and
T
constructing basic blocks
Producing pattern adaptations
Relating fabrics to style and
planning lays
Producing complete patterns

ABC Level 1 in Fashion & Textiles |
Pattern Cutter
(Award – Choose minimum of 2 units
/ Certificate – Choose a minimum
of 4 units)
* most likely employer choice
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

 esign principles in the fashion
D
and textiles industry*
Soft furnishing
Surface patterning
Garment construction (Industrial)*
Pattern construction*
Garment construction (Craft)
Upholstery
Soft toy making
Fashion design : illustration techniques*
Industrial sewing operations*
Inspection of finished sewn products
Using industrial sewing machinery
Fabric inspection
Fabric laying*
Principles of fabric cutting*
Hand pressing of sewn products
Introduction to finishing
procedures for sewn products
Quality control of a sewn product
Industrial apparel machine maintenance
Health and Safety in a workshop*

Poplar Works Community Partnership Report
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Appendix 5 –
Participant Groups and Numbers

Appendix 6 –
Social Enterprise Model

Stitches in Time selected two of their
regular groups to take part in the consultation workshops. Both groups are
well attended, and within 1.5 miles
of the Fashioning Poplar site.
Stitches in Time advanced group
This group of 15 women were selected
as the pilot group, as most participants
have been engaged with Stitches in
Time projects over several years. Several
members of the group also work for
Stitches in Time as teachers on their
programmes or machinists on their Mini
Stitches children’s clothing brand.
In March 2018 two full-day workshops
were delivered with the group, the
first at LCF’s Mare Street site and the
second at Stitches in Time’s site at
Limehouse Town Hall. This gave us
the opportunity to test out the activities
we had designed, and to then streamline them for the subsequent groups.
Stitches in Time English with
Sewing group
This group of up to 30 women attend
weekly English language classes at
Locksley Community Centre, which
sometimes include sewing activities. The
majority of women have moved to the
London from Bangladesh in recent years
and attend to improve their English
and socialise.
LCF delivered one workshop at Locksley
Community Centre in May 2018 and the
group travelled to LCF’s Mare Street site
for a tour and workshop in July 2018.

Aberfeldy Centre group
Aberfeldy Centre is the closest community
centre to the Poplar Works site, and previously ran a well attended weekly sewing
class. The class ceased to run in 2017.
Previous participants were invited to
attend a workshop at Aberfeldy Centre in
May 2018, along with members of Poplar
HARCA’s local Trussler Community Hall
Training and Employment programme.
As the group is no longer running and
therefore more challenging to coordinate,
instead of organising a visit to LCF’s
Mare Street site, staff at the Aberfeldy
Centre requested a second workshop
at the centre was offered instead, so a
natural dye workshop was delivered there
in collaboration with LCF Centre for
Sustainable Fashion PhD student Katelyn
Toth-Fejel. This took place in July 2018.
Bow Sewing Enterprise
Group at the Linc Centre
The Linc Centre is just over half a mile
from the Fashioning Poplar site and
offers a series of weekly well attended
classes in Dressmaking and Soft Furnishings at beginner and advanced levels.
Its courses are primarily attended by
people who live locally to the centre.
LCF delivered a workshop onsite in May
2018 and invited participants to visit
LCF’s Mare Street site in July 2018.

Training Programme: MFC Downview
and Poplar Works

Garment & Homeware Production: MFC
Downview and Poplar Works

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Engagement activities, pre-training and
skills assessment
Industry engagement informing relevant
training and education
A flexible training programme for Level 1
and 2 funded by external delivery partner
Participants undertake industry recognised
qualifications alongside on-the-job training
Employers engage with local talent pool
Trained by a team of industry professionals
able to offer expertise and technical knowledge
in learning and product development
Project set up: external funding required to
support team of industry experts

Release on Temporary Licence (ROTL)
•

•
•
•

An opportunity for women in prison to
undertake a voluntary placement period
leading to paid work experience at London
College of Fashion, Poplar Works or the
wider industry.
A supportive environment increasing
self-confidence to apply for jobs
Increased sense of agency
Funding required to support long-term
or short-term placements at LCF

The total number of individuals who attended at least one
workshop / focus group is 72.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

A training unit that also operates as an industry
standard CMT manufacturing service for the
fashion and homeware industry.
Offering a product development service to
support new and emerging designers and
entrepreneurs
Providing a production alternative that is both
local and socially responsible
Promoting the ‘Made in the UK’ campaign
through the development of high quality products
Increasing commercial contracts to build
income, towards a five year sustainability plan
Any profit reinvested within the social enterprise
Supporting graduates of the programme into
work either within the Poplar Works project
or the wider industry

Employment: Poplar Works and
Wider Community
•
•

•
•
•
•

Participants will be recruited from the
training programmes in either Downview
or Poplar Works.
Improved engagement with industry via
United Kingdom Fashion and Textiles
Association (UKFT) providing wider access
to employment
Increased engagement within the community
Flexible working arrangements
Developing a skills model that can be replicated
Improved financial circumstances
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